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"ON THE LEVEL"
The "Carm level" is llsed on the farm for running le,'el and

grade lines or in comp<tring elevations of different points. The
instrument is essentially a precision spirit le\'el equipped with
leveling adjustments and telescope with an eyepiece and il set of
cross-hairs to control the line of sight. It is constructed to be
mounted on a portable tripod. When the instrument is in <ldjust
ment and the leveling bubble is centered in the vial. the line of
sight is exactly level.

The farm level is simple but adequate [or such farm needs as
laying out contour lines and terl"<ICe lines for soil conservation wQlk
lines fol' farm dl'aiuHge work, profile lines fOl' land leveling. and
ditches fol' irrigation.

In this bulletin yOli will find information <wei instructions for
doing youI' own fClrm leveling work.



Use the Farm Level for Better

Irrigation and Soil Conservation
Owen Ie Bl'own* and Max C. Jensent

The farm level is simple and yet adequate for yOUI' farm needs.
Its use in laying out contour lines for soil conservation work, lines
for farm drainage, profile lines for land leveling, and ditches for
irrigation will save time Imd expense over the trial and error
methods. A {aIm level will help you make a topographic map
which is an invaluable aid in doing your land development work.

This bulletin gives you information and instructions for doing
your own falm level instrument work.

General Instrument Iustruction

There are several types of Calm levels in use. Some of these
types are shown in Figure 1. The general operation of these instru
ments is essentially the same. Some are more oomplic<\ted than
others and require more careful handling. Unless you are proficient
at setting up and operating a level instrument, avoid purchasing
the precision type. The utility type shown in Figure 2, and the
turret type shown in Figure 3, are the most common types and
will be used in the following instrument handling instructions. The
gunscope instl1.lment shown in Figure 4 is a recent development
and is designed to eliminate complicated Hdjustments.

• Extension Agricultural Engineer, State of Idaho, Moscow, Idaho.

t Associate Agricultural Engineer and Jrrigationist, Idaho Experiment
Station.
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Figure I. Three common
t)'pes of le\·els.
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Figure 2. Utilit)· type le"el
showing partll.

Selling Up <'lI1d Leveling the Instrument
Set up the tripod with its legs sufficiently spread to insure

steadiness. Keep the leveling head as near level as possible. Screw
the instrument on the tripod head and tighten it securely but
barely snug. Be careful. Too much stress on these screw-threads
can Co.'l.use trouble and damage the instrument.

Tum the telescope over two of the tripod legs and spike these
legs fhmly into the ground so that the vial bubble is fully visible;
then rotate the telescope over the third leg of the tl;pod and force
the spike into the ground, shifting it again enough to keep the
bubble fully visible in the vial. This method of keeping the bubble
roughly centered in setting up the tripod makes brief the final
adjustment with the leveling screws and avoids distorting of the
spring and pivot sCI·ew.

Tighten the wing nuts on the b;pod snug enough to prevent
further spreading of the legs.

Set the telescope over two of the level screws and center the
bubble by turning the two screws equal turns in opposite directions
as shown in Figure 5.

Next set the telescope over the other two screws and l'e-center
the bubble by tUl1ling these two screws.

Repeat this centering process until the bubble remains centered
with the SCOj>e turned in either of the two directions.

}\fove the telescope in line with the t;.;')rget or object to be ob
served by l.\ slight sidewise pressure with the tips of the forefingers
or by use of the tangent screw if your instrument is equipj>ed
with one.

Focus the telescope by moving the eye piece in 01' out until
objects beyond 50 feet are clearly visible.

Do not touch any part of the instrument while sighting.
Always check t.he position o[ the bubble before and after ellch

sight to be sure it is still in adjustment.

To 'I'est the Bubble Vial
Arter the instrument is leveled as outlined above. tUI'll the

turret so that the bubble vial tube is directly over two of the level
ing screws and check to make sure the bubble is centered. Then
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Figure 3. Turret. type le"el
sho"'ing parts.

Figure 4. Gunscope tn>e
le"el showing parts_

turn the telescope in the opposite direction (180·). If the bubble
still remains in the center, the vial is in good adjustment. 1f, how
ever, the bubble shifts. then adjustment is necessary.

To Adjust the Uubble Vial

Figure 6 shows the turret removed from the plate of n turret
type instrument. The bubble vial adjustment screws are indicated.
Adjustment of this bubble vial is made by raising or lowering one
end of the vial by turning either set of screws. If one of the top
screws is loosened then the bottom screw on the sa.me end of the
vial must be tightened 01' vice versa.

Figure 5. Mo\'emenl or 6nt:er;;
while turning the le"eJinR ad
justment sere..·s.

The bubble will move toward the raised end of the vial. Replace
the turret and relevel the instrument. Check the bubble again.
Repeat the procedllre until the bubble remains centered at any
position of the telescope.

The bubble villi adjust-
ment screws fOr the utility
type instrument are shown
in Figure 2. The procedure
for adjustment is the same
as above except that a spe
cial tool is used instead of
a screwdriver.

Figure 6. Turret remO\'ed
showing the bubble "ial adjust·
ment screws.
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Testing and Adjusting the Telescope

The telescope may be tested for accurate adjustment by seveml
methods. We recommend the two simple and effective methods
(1) inverting the telescope or (2) the direct or peg udjustment.
In all cases the line of sight must be parallel with the axis of the
bubble. Let's look at these methods.

InverLing Lbe Telescope MeLboci
This method is only applicable to those instruments that have

lelescol>es that can be inverted, such as the tUlTet tY)M!.

Set up the instrument on film footing and level it properly.
~Ieasure off 100 feet from the instrument and drive a stnke. With
the le\"eJ rod on this stake and the telescope in normal position.
lake a re'lding on the center horizontal cross-hair. Then fnvel't the
telescope and sight on the rod. Do not disturb the tripod. If your
reading remains the same. then the telescope is in good adjustment.
If the reading changes. then the difference in the readings is equal to
twice the error of the instrument. Make the necessary adjustment
by turning the small screws at the front mount where the telescope
goes through the turret as shown in Figure 6. Repeat the process
until the rod readin~ remain the same when taken with the tele
scope in normal and invel·ted position.

Some instruments such as the gunscope type shown in Figure 4
do not hnve telescope "ldjustment screws. In these cases the numuw
facturer has built his instrument so as to eliminate telescope adjust
ment. If the telescope of this type of instrument proves to be out
of adjustment. it should be returned to the manufacturer for rep..'l.ir.
Possibly the telescope or framework is bent.

The Two-Peg AdjustmenL MeLhod
Select two points A "md B a known distance apart (100' to

200"). Set up the level close to A so that when a rod is held upon
it the eyepiece will be only about "m inch from the rod "lS shown in
Figure 7. Look through the telescope WRONG END TO at the rod
;md find the I'eading opposite the center of the field. Because only a

small pOition of the rod is visiw
ble, you will find it convenient
to lllove a pencil point along the
rod to help you get the reading.
Tul'l1 the telescope toward Band
take a rodwl'eading on it in the
nOl'lllal way. In each case be cer·
tain that )'OU have centel'ed the
bubble.

Figure 7. Two-peJl: adjustment.
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The difference between these two rod~readings is the difference
in elevation of the two points PLUS 01' 1\'lINUS the error of
adjustment.

Next set up the instrument at B and repent the above Pi-ace
dure. The result here is the difference in elevation PLUS or MINUS
the same errol' of <ldjustment.

The average of these two results is the true difference in elev<1~

tion of points A and B. T(nowing the difference in elevation between
the two points and also the height of the instrument above B, yOIl
C<1l1 compute the rod reading at A to bring the tmxet on the same
level as the instrument. Here are some_~:xample cnlculations:

INSTRUMENT AT ,\-Hoo-rell(lin~ on A. 4.062; rod-reading on B. 5,129.
Difference in ele\'ation of A lind n, 1.067. INSTRUMENT AT ll-Rod-readins
on n. 5.076: rod·reading on A. ,1.127. Difference in ele\'ation of II and A is .9·19.
lherage difference in elevatitln (1.067+.9.19)....; 2=1.008 (true differencl' in
ele\'ation). Instrument is now 5.076 abo"e II. Hod-reading at A should b<'
5.076-1.008=·1.068 to gi"e level sight.

To make the line of sight parallel to the axis of the bubble in
the above example lower the front end of the telescope by loosening
the lower adjustment screw and tightening the top screw shown
in Figlll'e 7.

Level Line Method

•
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Figure 8. Le"e) line method
(a) First step. (b) Second step.

if care is taken to establish

This method is used instead of the t\\'o~peg method where con~

ditions are suitable. It will save checking time once the method is
established and also eliminates figuring.

Set up the instrument exactly centered between two points
such as two long stakes driven in the ground or between two build~

ings. Select points approximately 200 feet apart. Care must be
t.aken to be sure that the instrument is exactly centered between
the two points as shown in Figure 8. After the bubble is exactly
centel'ed in the tube, locate a point on each building. A line AB
connecting these two points is a level )
line no matter how much the instl'u- (01

ment is out of adjustment. ~...
Take the instrument to A and set • I ;0 B

it up aligning the cross~hairwith the '" f--~"~'~'~"~'~"~"~ffi\~15'~"~'~"~'~"~'~'~-I'
point A. Now sight through the tele-
scope at point B. 11' the cross-hail' -.J!:===.... 9 JII.
is on paint then the instrument is ~.•,OfO'. 100'
in adjustment. If, however, th~

cross~hail' rests nt B then the tele~
scope is in eITor by the amount BE'
as shown in Figure 8 (b),

To adjust the instrument, lower
the end of the telescope until the
line of sight falls on point B.

We recommend that the two-peg
method be lIsed to ndjust fal'l11 levels
because more accllrate results are
obtained. However, the level line
method will give equally good results
points A and B accurately.
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Figure 9.

Testing the Cross Hair

While the level is still set up make the cl'oss-hair test. Focus
the center of the hol'izontnl hail' on a definite point, then move
the telescope slowly back and forth from side to side. If the ends
of the cross-hair remain on the point, it is in adjustment.

If the ends of the cross-hair move off the point, the cross-hair
needs to be adjusted. Usually it is best to send the instrument to
the f<lctory or have it done by someone experienced in the rep<lir
and adjustment of surveying equipment.

Leveling Rods
The two types of rods you will be most likely

to use are the L"lrget rod shown on the left in
Figure 9 and the level rod shown on the right.
The simple f,wm target rod shown on the left
is marked off in feet and inches and is read by
the rodman after the instrument man has di
rected the setting of the target on the line
of sight.

The level rod shown on the right in Figure 9
is desi~ned to be used either with the target
or l'e,ld directly from the instrument. It can
also be used with instruments that have stadia
cross-hairs to read the hOl'izont<\1 distances from
the instrument to the rod. The rod is marked
off in feet, tenths and hundredths of a foot.
The nmount of rod seen between the two in
struments' stadia-hairs is a measure of the horizontal distance
from the instrument to the I'Od. Each foot on the rod represents
100 feet horizontal distance. For example: if the bottom stadia
hail' falls on the 1.25 foot mark and the top stadia-hair falls on the
2.75 foot mark then the difference between these two readings is
1.50 feet. The horizontal distance from the instrument to the rod
would then be 100x1.5 01' 150 feet. The above example is correct
only when the instrument is level when the reading on the rod
is taken,

The adv:mtages of using the stadia I'Od instead of the other
types are speed, more accuracy, and elimination of the two chain
men. Of course the accuracy depends on the skill and experience
of the instrument man.

Operation of Level
In order to run a level properly it is necessl.ll')' to have a crew

consisting of one instrument man, one "adman, and two chainmen,
Often the instrument man and rodman do their own chainwol'k, thus
eliminating the chainmen. Unless absolute accuracy is necessary,
the rodman often can step off the distances or use some other
method of estimating.
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Instructions for the Instrument Man
The duties of the instrument man are setting up, checking. ~nd

operating the instrument properly. Instructions for setting up and
leveling the instrument are given on page 2. Check <lnd adjust each
time before you use the instrument to inSUI'e accuracy. Check in
order the tube, telescope, and cross-hairs. For details see instruc
tions on your type of level.

Handle your instrument with care and caution and it will last
longer and give you less adjustment trouble.

Focus the telescope by moving the front lens of the eyepiece
in or out. Due to the differences in individual eyes, prOpel' focus
for one person may not be cOJ'l'ect for another.

The proper length of sight will depend upon the distance at
which the rod appears distinct and steady to the instrument man,
upon the variations in readings taken on the same point, and upon
the degree of precision required. Under ordinary conditions the
length of sight should not exceed 300 feet where elevations to the
nearest .01 ft. are desired. "Boiling" of the air or "heat waves"
are frequently so troublesome that long sights cannot be taken
accurately.

InsLt'uctiolls for the Rod Man
The level rod with its target is used to me~sul'e elev~tions or

comparative heights of objects in their relation to the height of
the instrument. For example, with a rod reading of 4 ft. at one
point and 6 ft. at another point, the elevation difference of these
points is 2 feet.

It is extremely important that you hold the rod plumb. Vertical
lines on buildings are a great aid to the rodman in plumbin~ the
rod. On a still day balancing the rod on the point helps in plumbing.
Be careful to see that the rod does not lean toward 01' away from
the instrument man. If the rodman pl'Omptly and attentively holds
the rod plumb it increases accuracy and efficiency.

Instructions for Chain Men
Chaining 01' tape-measul'in~ is necessary when accurate dis

tances are required and cannot be rend with the instrument. Strive
for accUl'acy-check and re-check readings.

Here are some common sources of errol'S in measurement of
lines. Failure to pull the tape L.1.ut, careless plumbing 01' failure to
keep the tape horizonL.'1I, incorrect alignment, wind effect, varia
tion in temperature, and erroneous length of tape all cause error
and trouble. In addition to those errors, we are likely to make some
common mistakes in reading and recording measurements of dis
tances. Failure to observe the position of the zero point of the
tape, omitting a whole tapelength, reading the tape wrong, <\s 40
ft. for 60 ft., or transposing figures in notes such as 46.24 for 46.42
are common reading el'l'Ors. For most farm jobs measurements to
the nearest 0.1 foot are sufficient.
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You C.lIl avoid mistakes in counting the tape lengths by h:wing
a help~1' keep tally. You can avoid mistakes in foot mark readings
by noting not only the foot--mnl'k preceding but also the one fol.
lowing'.

Differential Leveling Illustrated

To obtain the difference in elevation between two points, hold
the rod vertic<\1 at the first point and, while the instrument is
level, take a rod-l'e.tding. This is the distance from the bottom of
the rod up to the line of sight of the level. Then take a rod-reading
on the second point, and the difference between the two rod-read
ings is the difference in elevation of the two points.

When the two points ~lre far apart or have considerable differ
ence in elevation, then a series of Ix'\ck-sights and fore-sights must
be taken while moving the instrument along the line between the
points. The process is continued as shown in Figure 11 until It
foresight is t.'\ken on the last point. 'The elevation of the last point
(B) above the first (A) is equal to the sum of all the back-sights
minus the sum of all the fOI·esights. If the result is positive (+)
then the point B is above point A. If the result is negative (-)
then B is below A.

One fOl'm of notes which you may use for this work is shown
in Table I. The field work is shown below in FigUl'e 10.

<Loa •••~ "- ,

'"'" ._....

",
'"

Figure 10. OhlJ{rllni illustrating differential le\'elinK'

Point

A

1'.""
1'.1'••
1'.1'.1

II

B.S. (+1

8.160
7.901
9.441

12.301

~'.S. (-)

2..104
3.070
6.906
2.107

Bench mllrk. S. W. corner X Rnd Y SII\S.

New Point

Total 37.803 14.487
Difference 37.803- 14.ol87 .... 23.316 (8 above A)

Table I. Field notes or work shown in Fill:ure 10.
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Running a Grade Line

Farmers often want to Hill a uniform gradient line fol' a farm
ditch or fOl' making contoUl'S, Depending on the specific conditions
of the soil and topography, the most desirHble grade for farm
ditches is in the range of .05' to .5' drop pel' 100 feet. By use of
the farm level it is relatively e<lSy to establish a grade line within
the above limits so that it may be followed by a plow or ditchel'
to construct a ditch. Such a line is usmllly staked every 50'.

Example Problem: Stake a uniform grade line for a fann ditch
with a grndient of .5' drop pel' 100'.

:Proced 1I re

Locate the instrument within the r1:lIlge limits of the telescope
nnd rod and neal' the ditch to be staked. Set up the instrument
for operation following the setting-up procedure given on page 2.
Place the rod on the beginning point of the ditch and focus the
scope on the rod. Direct the rodman to raise 01' lower the target
until it is level with the line of sight. Tn Figure 11 this reading
is 2.62', The rodman then proceeds to the next 50-foot interval or
station 0+50 and raises the target to grade (add .25' to the rod

'.0'00'0~o

I I I

i2.62'
i. r u., 01 S'e~'

~.12' ~.31· ~.62' ,2.81'

T ....4 Llu .,. .. 100'
0 '0 , •

Figure 11. Uunning a grade line.

readin,q- for a grade of .5'/100'). Thus the target setting for station
0+50 becomes 2.62+.25=2.87'. 'The rodman moves the rod up or
down the hill, as directed by the instrument man, until the target
falls on the line of sight. The rodman then drives a stake at the
point where the instrument man signals that the target is on the
line of sight. Repeat the procedUl'e HS far as the ditch is to be run
at this particular gnlde. To change the gmde merely change the
amount the target is mised at successive stations,

The l'odnwn should be alert, hold the rod vertical, watch the
instrument man for signals Hnd locate the rod on average ground
fOl' HII shots. The accuracy of the gmde line depends largelv on
the accuracy and judgment of the rodman, .

Running a Profile Line and Plouing the ])ro61e Curve

Profile leveling is for the purpose of detel mining the changes
in elevation of the surface of the ground <llong some definite line.
The line is first "stationed" 01' marked at 50- 01' 100-foot intervals.
Set up the instrument and take a backsight on a bench mark ot'
reference point to detel1l1ine the height of the instrument. ForE'
sights are then read on HS mnny stntion points on the line as can
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be conveniently taken from the position of the instrument. 1\.Iake
foresights on in-between points where sudden changes of ground
slope occur. Remember the meanings of the backsight and fore·
sight-don't get them mixed. Backsight is the rod reading taken
on a station of known elevation. foresight is the rod reading taken
on a station of unknown elevation.

When it is necessary to move the level to a new position, select
a turning point and determine its elevation. Then move the level
and detel1nine its new height (H.T.) by taking a b.'lcksight on the
iUl1ling point. Continue the general procedure to the end of the line.
Connecting the line of levels with a new bench mark at the end
makes a good check for accuracy.

PROFIJ,E 010' PARK nOAD-NOVEMBElt 15. 1949

Brown-Martin

Sta. B.S. H.I. F.S.
B.;\I, lind

fo:lev. T.P. Elev. REMARKS

n.1\I.8
0+00
1 +30
2+00
2+80
3+40
3+90
5+20
5+80

100 Elc\'. AssllmC!d 100 ft. on pipe
10catC!d on wall at N" W. corner

On top or marked rock

Water Ic\"cl in drain

Table II. Noles on Profile Line Slln·e~".

Table n shows the field notes of a profile line survey. It is n
good idea to master this method of making notes. It is the recom
mended form and will help .rou eliminate enol'S in your work.

The field notes tabulated in Table 11 are plotted in Figure 12.
Figure 12(a) shows how the field work was done to obtain the
information for Table 11. Figure 12 (b) shows the profile cun"e
plotted using the Sl.'ltiOIl elevations from Table II. This curve shows
how the desired grade line is locnted in order to bal.ance the amount
of cut and fill. 11 you find you have more cut than fill after placing
your grade line, then slide the grade line up until the amounts of
cut and fiU are approximately equal. Figure 12(c) shows how the
gl'ade line is plotted. Fi~l1l'e 12(d) sho\\"s how the amount of cut
or fill as determined in Figure 12(b) is marked on the field stakes.

For land leveling, a lJrofile in one direction isn't enough. A com
plete topographic map is necessary in order to milke the cuts nnd
fills in the right places. With the foregoing profile line as n start, it
is easy to proceed and complete a topogmphic map. Merely run a
series of profile lines parallel to line No.1 at about every 50 or 100
foot murk depending on the unevenness of the ground. For the
more rolling type of land, more profile lines are necessary.

12
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Figure 12. Plottin,lr the notes from Table II.

(a) Field work on profile line i!UrI'e}'.
(b) Profile cUrI'e i!howing grade line drawn in at Ihl' apllroximate

future land line.
(c) Ploued desired grade line for use in (b) abo,"e.
(d) i\lark('d fi('ld stakes using data in (a) and (b).
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Stations Elevations (Determined from Noles Similar to Table II)

Line No. I Line No.2 Line No.3 lAne No.4 Line No.5 Line No.6

0+00 99.6 99.1 98.2 98.0 97.8 98.2
0+50 101.0 100.4 99.3 98.9 98.5 98.3
1+00 102.0 101.2 100.4 99.8 99.1 98.8
1+50 103.8 103.1 102.3 101.6 100.7 100.1
2+00 106.1 105.3 104.5 103.9 102.7 . 102.0
2+50 105.0 104.4 103.5 102.8 102.0 101.9
3+00 102.0 101.3 101. I 100.7 101.2 100.8
3+50 99.0 98.4 98.1 97.7 98.3 99.1
.1+00 96.1 94.5 96.1 96.2 96.9 97.5
4-!-50 99.0 98.2 98.0 98.0 98.2 98.1
5+00 102.0 101.3 100.7 100.1 99.5 99.0
5+50 100.0 99.4 99.1 99.2 99.3 99.1
6+00 96.6 96.1 96.8 97.5 98.3 98.9

Table III. ElenlllOlis for Illoillng the contonr m:1l1 III FIgure \:1.

Figure 13. Contour tnap usinll; notes in Table III.



Take the profile notes 11nd plot the elevations of the various
stations on a scale map of the field. Now draw in the contou!' lines
by connecting (~!Tid paper) points of equal elevations, Figure 13
shows the elevations plotted and the contours drawn in using THbie
TIl HS the field notes of a profile line survey, This topography is
extreme for farm leveling but is used to simplify the illustration,

When the contour map is considered as a whole, it is noted
that the general slope of the field is from west to east, Leveling
to irri~ate in that direction would be least costly, For satisfnctory
irrigation it is necessary to change the contours by leveling to
come within the slone limits of the method you are Roing to use,
FOI' satisfactory irrigation, the following I:lpproximate limits arc
necessary:

Slope Limits ft.ltOO'
Mcthod PCI'pendicular Parallel

of Irrigation to Flow to Flow
Border 0 to ,3 ,02 to 3
Corrugation 0 to 4 .02 to 5
Contour Furrow 2 to 12 .5 to 2

Hold the lengths of run for efficient irrigation to approximately
330 to 440 feet for light soils, 440 to 550 feet for medium soils,
and 550 to 660 feet for heavy soils, Fol' the steepel' slopes use the
shorter nms.

YOll will learn from experience just how far you'll need to go
with your surveying and map work in order to do any particular job.

Summary
Fo,' successful operation of any faml level the following points

must be remembered:

1. The level instrument is a delicate one, Handle it carefully,

2, Set up the instrument properly.....ollow directions.

3. Be SUl'e the instrument is properly adjusted. Check all thl'ee
of these lXu'ts in order before running a level: (1) bubble
tube, (2) telescope, and (3) cl'Oss~hairs,

4, Check the bubble befOl'e and after each sight to be sure it
is cente"ed,

5, 00 not touch the instrument while sighting.

6, Bring the telescope in line with the target by slight sidewise
preSSUl'es with the tips of the fmgers,

7, Make readings as accumte as possible,

8, Don't take extm long shots. 1\laximum recommended is
300 feet,

9, Don't run a ra~ through the telescope to clean it, If you do
you'll tear out the cross~hairswhich are expensive to replace,
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Definitions of SUl'veying Tenus

1n order to understand clearly the principles of profile and
gmdient leveling, it is necessary to know the meaning of the fol
lowing generally used terms:

Bench :Mark (B.1\l.) A st.."l.tioll 0)' mark of established or assumed
elevation from which relative elevations for other st..'ltions are
~l1culated. Usually 10000ted where it will not be disturbed and c.'\Il
easily be located.

Stations (Sta.) Any point where a rod reading is taken and is
generally .along the line being run.

Height or Instrument (1-1.1.) The relative ele\tation of the line
of sight as compared to the elevation of the B.M.

Back Si2ht (B.S.) The rod reading taken on a station of known
elevation. Therefore the beginning sight on a B.M. is a B.S. Used
for the purpose of obtaining the R.I. (H_L=B.S. + elevation of back
sight point).

Fore Sight (F..) The rod readings taken on stations of un
known elevations.

Elevation (Elev.) The relath-e height of the point itS compared
to the height of the B.M_ (Elev.=H.I.-F.S.).

Turning Point (T.P.) It is generally impossible to take all the
readings on a line without moving the instrument. The T.P. is the
reference point used by the rodman when the inshument is being
moved. A back sight (B.S.) is t."l.ken on the tuming point (T.P.)
to detelTI'line the new height of instrument (H.I.).

Differential Leveling The term given to the process of finding
the difference in elevation of any two points.

Gradient Line A line with uniform grade such .ns 2 ft. in 100 ft.

Profile Leveling Detennining the changes in elevntion of the
surface of the ground along some definite line.

c...p.... I". };~lOnolon S.rvl.. In A,.I.lIltllrft an" 110m. E«nomlu or ,h. S'OI. or Icla"o
U~iv..olt1 or 1"."0 };x'.nllon DI ..I.lon and Unlt.c1 Sla.... IHpor'",.n' or A••l.ullur. Coop••o'ln...
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